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Keiser began more than 30 years ago with a revolutionary idea, 
that presented itself to be a battle of not only changing the whole 
idea of the weight room but of educating those on truly the most 
effective and safest resistance on the market.

To this day, Keiser strives to provide only the best in performance 
training equipment. To do so, we abide by strict values: to 
push human potential, to change perceptions and to ultimately 
improve performance for all ages and fitness levels. For the elite 
athlete, this could mean breaking a world record. For an older 
adult, it could mean dancing for the first time in 12 years. 

Working to Change Lives

Keiser is the leading provider of fitness equipment to the mature-adult market, 
working to further the importance of exercise for all generations. Our goal is to 
improve the lives of older adults in two ways: educating older adults on the ways 
they can intervene in the aging process and encouraging them to teach their 
children how to grow old successfully.

Faster Rehab

Keiser not only prides itself in improving the lives of older adults, but also in helping 
athletes to reach their peak. One of the most important aspects of training athletes 
is getting them back to their optimal performance after an injury. Keiser’s innovative 
equipment not only helps athletes recover their strength, but also their coordination 
and confidence. By allowing progression in smaller increments injured athletes can 
safely train at higher speeds for a faster rehabilitation process.

Peak Performance

We are a major influence in the training of world class athletes because of our 
ability to unite both components of human performance: the force you produce 
and the speed at which you produce it. Force x Velocity = Power. The development 
of Power was limited with traditional weight stack resistance. The increase of both 
resistance (force) and training speed (velocity) resulted in high impact workouts 
with increased risk of injury, making it virtually impossible to train for Power. Despite 
the risks, and without alternatives, this became the accepted training method.

Things changed when Keiser introduced the pneumatic resistance system in 1978. 
This simple idea, to “pump air” instead of iron, provided trainers with the ability to 
train their athletes at any speed and at any resistance with little to no impact. Today, 
backed by many research studies, trainers worldwide are realizing the benefits of 
Power and are expanding the limits of performance training.

THE DIFFERENCE

Dennis Keiser 
Founder, Keiser Corporation



Keiser’s Equipment Offers Numerous Benefits

•	 Ability to change resistance in .1 lb/kg or 1 lb/kg increments

•	 Zero lb/kg starting resistance on most machines

•	 Consistent resistance at any speed, from slow to explosive

•	 Zero shock loading to muscles, connective tissues and joints

•	 Compact efficient design resulting in a 40% savings on space

•	 Train more members in less time with 40% faster throughput

•	 Machines that are easy to use and non-intimidating

•	 Easy entry and exit, suiting a wide array of users and body types

•	 Digital display with options for testing and workout tracking

•	 Fingertip resistance controls, changeable even during movement

Keiser’s undisputed quality and durability has kept us a 
market presence for more than 30 years. Once you have 
analyzed the facts, you will agree Keiser is the product 
of choice and offers you the most versatile and practical 
equipment on the market.

Keiser’s commitment to customers does not 
end at the point of sale. Our marketing team 
offers our customers the tools to ensure their 
success.

With the development of turn-key programs, 
Keiser helps you find new and exciting ways to 
promote your facility to both the member and 
the community.

Marketing 
Support

Keiser’s quality assurance process is a cut 
above the rest. Every week, quality control 
meetings are held with the head of each 
department. Any possible issue in the field or 
through manufacturing processes are  
discussed to pinpoint sources and come up 
with ways to alleviate them.

Every order is unique, and from the time the 
order is placed, our team goes through each 
aspect of the order–from assembly, to  
computer calibration, to color–to make sure 
each order meets both ours as well as the 
customers high standards.

Quality 
Control

Keiser is so confident in our quality we offer 
exceptional warranties on all products. Should 
you ever have a concern or encounter a 
problem with your equipment, Keiser is there 
to offer personalized support. 

With more than a decade of experience each, 
our service technicians are knowledgeable 
about every facet of Keiser equipment. They 
not only communicate service issues, but 
provide same-day shipping for parts and repair 
orders.

Unmatched 
Service

Keiser’s quality guarantee begins even before 
a product is ready for distribution. With every 
piece of equipment Keiser performs field-tests 
for durability long before it is ever introduced 
on the market.

Take for example our popular M3 Indoor Cycle. 
Before its introduction, the prototypes were run 
for tens of thousands of miles before Keiser felt 
confident in the durability and longevity of the 
product. That first group of cycles are still  
running in our testing department at Keiser 
HQ, enduring more than one million miles so 
far.

Rigorous 
Testing

“We rely not only on quality inspection,  
but quality assurance.” 
Randy Keiser
Co-founder Keiser Corporation





unique equipment combines 
modern style with innovative design

M SERIES CARDIO



Keiser’s pioneering, third-generation, indoor cycle – the result 
of more than a decade of manufacturing experience and 
research, developed in conjunction with feedback of trainers 
and facilities worldwide. 

The innovative M3 indoor cycle is engineered to meet the 
needs of club owners, trainers, and clients alike. A cycle that is 
easy to maintain, effective, comfortable, uncomplicated, and 
guaranteed to get clients excited about cycling.

M3 INDOOR CYCLE

“Switching to the M3 was like going 
from vanilla pudding to crème brûlée.”   
- Keiser Customer



Unrivaled Sweat Resistance
Considering the M3’s environment, the use of non corrosive materials and the ability 
to divert sweat away from working parts is a must. The M3 is durably constructed 
from materials specifically selected to prevent corrosion and engineered to direct 
sweat away from sensitive working parts, increasing the cycle’s lifespan.

A Cycle For Everyone
The M3 is designed to suit a wide variety of users. Micro adjustments located on the 
seat post, seat, and handlebars allow users to adjust for virtually any height or body 
weight. The M3 is made stable through its “torsion-flex” frame, stabilizing the cycle 
by allowing the frame to flex for heavier and/or more powerful riders.

No Maintenance
The M3 is engineered specifically to keep maintenance costs down. Built tough, 
long lasting and extremely durable, it’s virtually maintenance free. The M3 has a no 
wear resistance system and a drive belt requiring no adjustment making it so easy 
to maintain that all you have to do is keep it clean.

Powerful Ride Computer
The M3 computer is a powerful tool which provides immediate feedback and tracks 
the users ongoing improvement. By monitoring RPM (cadence), power output, 
resistance and heart rate*, cyclists benefit from an improved workout through 
biofeedback. A positive motivating tool, the M3 computer engages and encourages 
the user to have a more efficient and effective workout. 

* Polar coded wireless monitor required.

Keiser’s Magnetic Series
Our cardiovascular equipment stands alone in the industry. Featuring numerous 
patents in its design and receiving numerous design awards, our unique resistance 
system is what sets our machines apart. Traditional resistance methods were 
noisy, high maintenance, and inconsistent. Our resistance provides a non-contact, 
no wear, no noise resistance. This coupled with the poly-v belt drive creates the 
smoothest and quietest ride of any machine. To understand how our resistance 
works, you first have to explore the science behind magnetic (eddy current) resis-
tance and the Power formula.

An eddy current is an electrical current in a conducting material that results from 
induction by a moving or varying magnetic field. This is generated on our equip-
ment when the flywheel (a conductor) passes through the magnetic field generated 
by the two powerful magnets. By varying how much of the magnetic field comes 
into contact with the flywheel, the amount of resistance will increase or decrease 
for the user. This resistance system also allows the user a smoother, quieter, and 
more predictable workout.

Less Resistance
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With the success of the Keiser M3 Indoor Cycle and 
the creation of new programming for elliptical trainers, 
demand soon developed for a unique piece of Keiser 
cardiovascular equipment. Our solution: the new Keiser 
M5 Strider, an elliptical machine designed to offer a new 
effective group training option, while still offering the 
same unique benefits that made the M3 a success. 
 
Because the M5 Strider is easy to use, small and portable, 
it is designed for group elliptical training, one of the newest 
and hottest trends in the industry today. Group elliptical 
classes are becoming increasingly popular in Europe and 
with our new M5 Striding program we make this fun and 
effective fitness movement available to all.

“Whether at the gym or at home, the 
Keiser M5 Strider is sure to take your 
workout a step ahead.”

M5 STRIDER



Designed to Meet Your Needs
The Keiser M5 Strider is designed to be durable and withstand the more frequent use 
of a busy club environment. The user is in control to adjust both pace and resistance 
based on their workout needs and skill. Stable enough to support heavier and/or 
more powerful users, the Keiser M5 Strider offers multiple adjustments, comfortable 
positioning and oversized foot pads for overall versatility.

Magnetic Resistance System
The Keiser M5 Strider features the same unique innovative resistance of our M3 
Indoor Cycle but translated to the group elliptical atmosphere with its modern design 
and small footprint. The M5 simulates walking, running or any pace in between 
without shock to joints or connective tissues, thus decreasing risk of injury. The 
Strider offers a complete cardiovascular workout that can vary from light to high 
intensity depending on the resistance and pace.

Increase Your Group Training Options
The Keiser M5 Strider is designed to help you step up your existing fitness class 
options. The M5 Strider is portable, compact while still offering the quality you’ve 
come to expect from Keiser.

Improved Caloric Output
Designed to utilize both the upper and lower body, the dual action exercise provided 
by the M5 Strider burns calories efficiently while offering a variety of training options. 
Its stride length is designed to activate a wide range of muscle groups, to provide 
users with an intense workout in less time and with lower perceived exertion.

Ride Computer
Like the M3, the M5 features a full function no push computer to consistently provide 
users with accurate workout information. The M Series computer is a powerful tool 
which provides immediate feedback and also tracks the users ongoing improvement. 
The computer is a positive, motivating tool, which engages and encourages the 
user to work more effectively and efficiently; ultimately improving their overall fitness 
level. 

M Series Computer

The M Series computer is a powerful teaching 
and programming tool. The computer assists both 
the instructor and the participant by providing  
immediate feedback as well as tracking on- 
going improvement. The computer can be used as a  
motivating tool to engage participants in their 
workouts. The more participants understand the  
components of a proper workout, the further they 
can fine tune their performance.

The goal is to work more effectively and efficient-
ly, and achieve better results in less time. The  
computer display gives accurate and precise  
information instantly, which can be used by the  
instructor for programming, teaching and taking 
control of the classes. At the same time, it makes 
it easier to track and follow-up on the participants’ 
fitness condition, development, improvement and 
progress. 

The M Series computer displays:

•	 Striding Cadence (RPM)
•	 Caloric Consumption (Kcal)
•	 Power Output (Watts/Kcal)
•	 Heart Rate (HR)
•	 Exercise Duration
•	 Resistance Level (Gear)
•	 Distance Covered (Trip)



COUNTDOWN TO LAUNCH

Once you make the investment in Keiser equipment and your 
instructors are trained, it’s now time to successfully introduce your group 
exercise program to your members. Keiser has developed a complete  
marketing support program to help you accomplish this. We’ve included 
all the key elements you will need to introduce and promote your group 
exercise program. 

Our goal is to help you and your new program to become a success.  
Using the launch guide and the marketing materials we provide, you will 
be able to effectively target and reach out to members with an attractive, 
informative marketing campaign. This program will allow you to differentiate 
yourself from your competition and will ultimately help you achieve greater 
success.

J O I N  T H E  R E V O L U T I O N  N O WJ O I N  T H E  R E V O L U T I O N  

905440A

Y O U ’ L L  F E E L  T H E  D I F F E R E N C E

905438A 

S O M E T H I N G  V E R Y S P E C I A L  I S  C O M I N G

905439A



TRAINING FOUNDATIONS
Introducing the M Series training programs, encompassing all aspects of teaching group exercise from 
the methodology to the science. The training is the only AFFA, ACE, and REPS recognized programs designed for 
the M Series. Keiser, working with Master and National Trainers worldwide, has provided an entire program for the 
training of certified instructors and implementation of a successful group exercise program for your facility.

Our training program begins with the Foundations Certification Course 
which provides a solid understanding of instruction and class format. 
This all-inclusive course includes set up, posture and technique, class 
drills, safety, incorporating the computer, class design, class set up and  
instructing techniques. 

After completion of the Foundations course, instructors are invited to try 
our additional specialized training modules, which explain detailed training 
methods and programming. From stretching, to developing core stability, 
to imaginative class formats, our modules provide our instructors with a 
deeper understanding of group exercise instruction.

In addition to training, our certified instructors are connected through the  
instructor program. Benefits of the program include quarterly newslet-
ters with training opportunities, sample class formats, music ideas, tips, 
and special offers from our partners. This intensive instructing program,  
marketing and ongoing support will provide the tools necessary to ensure 
your group exercise program is a success.

Certification
This full day course trains and certifies  
participants in the key elements of group 
exercise and its instruction. Participants 
will leave the workshop with a complete  
knowledge base, foundation and under-
standing of group exercise instruction.

Modules
These in-depth specialized modules  
offer more advanced training for the group  
exercise instructors who wants to take their 
knowledge and training to the next level.

Master Class
This one-hour, power-packed, energy- 
inspired workout is perfect for facility  
members and instructors.

5 5

Continuing Education Modules





maximum versatility cable equipment
offers endless training possibilities

INFINITY SERIES



Unlimited Possibilities
The versatility provided by the Infinity Series’ free-moving pulley system allows users 
to work their core, upper and lower body at virtually any angle with only one piece 
of equipment.

Takes Up Less Space and Time
Because Infinity training machines can either be wall-mounted or floor-mounted 
without a base, they use very little space. The multi user pieces also provide group 
training options, training more clients in less time and using less space than needed 
by multiple machines.

Smooth Pneumatic Resistance
Using Keiser’s patented pneumatic resistance, the Infinity series virtually eliminates 
shock loading to connective tissues and joints. For convenience, resistance can 
be changed at any time by use of fingertip controls. Users immediately see the 
advantage that Keiser equipment has in fine-tuning a workout.

Complete Control
Resistance adjusts in tenth pound increments offering complete control over training 
and Power progression. To make control over your workout more convenient, it is 
adjusted at the push of a button so users no longer have to spend time changing 
weights. This ease of use and control over their workout allows for speed training 
and opportunities for maximum results.

Customize Your Workout
With a variety of available accessories, the Infinity Series cable machines can be 
customized to meet your individual needs. Each accessory is easy to attach and 
adds versatility to workouts. See page 28 for details.

INFINITY SERIES

As the name suggests, these multi-functional machines can be 
used for an unlimited range of exercises–from targeted to sports-
specific training. This unique cable line allows users to safely 
work any muscle group at any angle, at any resistance, and at 
any speed providing maximum versatility with minimum size.



“If you’re the type of professional that strives to give your best to your clients, you need 
Keiser, period. The only limitation you will have with Keiser is your imagination.”  

- Marc Schlichtenmyer, Director, APEX Athletic Performance

Performance Trainer 
The Performance Trainer is a single- 
column pulley system designed to be 
wall-mounted. Pulley height is adjust-
able and locks in place, providing virtually  
unlimited training opportunities. Multiple 
Performance Trainers can be mounted to 
create cable training zones.

Six Pack 
The Six Pack takes the Performance 
Trainer and transforms it into a multi-user 
training zone. Perfect for facilities requir-
ing the ability to train groups, the Six Pack  
accommodates up to six users at once.

Functional Trainer  
The Functional Trainer features two  
adjustable arms, which can be adjusted 
for virtually any training position. Each  
pulley swings independently of the  
machine to match the line of pull. In  
addition to its already space-saving  
design, the unit can either stand alone or 
be floor mounted.

Triple Trainer   
The Triple Trainer is essentially a  
Functional Trainer that accommodates up 
to three users at one time. Mounted in a  
triangular-shaped column, the Triple  
Trainer packs the benefits of multiple ma-
chines in less space.

Total Body Trainer Total Body Trainer Total Body Trainer Total Body Trainer



ACCESSORIES

A  Pro Thigh Cinch Strap
Made of 4 1/2” wide nylon and thick neoprene padding, the Pro Thigh Cinch Strap attaches to an 
Infinity Series machine for glute, hamstring, quad and hip flexor work.

B  Lat Back Strap
Made of heavy duty materials, the Lat Back Strap connects to any Infinity machine and  
provides comfort during dual arm movement.

D  Rubber Padded Strap
This multipurpose padded strap is a must have. Perfect your one arm exercises with one strap or 
double the power with two straps for dual arm, chest and back exercises.

C  Pro Ankle Cinch Strap
Designed to easily attach to Infinity machines for abductor and adductor work, the Pro Ankle 
Cinch Strap is made of 4 1/2” wide nylon and thick neoprene padding. Equipped with a steel D-
ring, it fits around ankles of all sizes.

G  Waist Belt
With a 4 1/2” nylon cinch strap and neoprene padding, the waist belt is equipped with dual steel 
D-rings to accommodate up to a 44” waist.

H  Cook Cable Bar
Four feet long with a foam exterior for easy grip, the Cook Cable Bar (designed by Gray Cook)  
easily attaches to your Infinity Series machines for chops, lifts, presses and core stability exer-
cises.

E  Triceps Rope
Thirty-six inches in length, the triceps rope allows for full triceps and arm extension. Made of 
heavy duty coated nylon with molded polymer ends, this useful accessory is ergonomically  
designed to provide maximum traction and pulling leverage.

F  Cable Vest
Durably constructed, the multifunctional cable vest adds versatility to your workout.  
Reinforced D-rings give users workout control, attach to the Infinity Series pulley system and are 
especially useful for core training.
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SCIENCE OF RESISTANCE
A Pound is Not Always a Pound

The flaw in iron was realized very early in its development. The flaw, quite simply, is momentum and 
its danger to muscle mass, joints and connective tissue. Whenever you are dealing with a mass, you 
have momentum at play. The remedy for this problem, at the time, was to exercise very slowly to 
help eliminate the effects of momentum to safely exercise.

This flaw in iron is significantly dangerous. The inertia and momentum generated from iron plates 
means the user has to exert a higher force at the beginning of each repetition to both start and stop 
the weight stack. The faster the repetition, the higher the force; a one second repetition can double 
the load of the weight selected on the weight stack. This can lead to injury to muscles, joints and 
connective tissues. Many people who have trained seriously on iron weight stack equipment have 
sustained an injury. 

The challenge was to design a machine void of momentum. From that challenge Keiser was born, 
with its revolutionary patented Pneumatic Technology. This system allows the user to train much 
more safely and efficiently, at any speed.

Recent independent studies show there are additional benefits to training at higher speeds. This 
enables the user to not only gain significant increases in strength, but also to develop a significant 
increase in Power. Power is the ability to move faster, react quicker, and develop explosive strength. 
Studies have shown that Power is something from which we can all benefit, from the elite athlete to 
the older adult. Recent studies have even cited Power as a significantly more important factor than 
strength in an older adult’s ability to perform the activities of daily living.

Keiser’s Technology allows all of our equipment to be very versatile. It will allow you to service many 
different market segments from rehabilitation, professional sports conditioning, training of youth, 
commercial fitness centers to assisted living centers. The numbers of programs available are equally 
significant and diverse, from circuit training to weight management, sports specific, etc.

Air vs Iron

To illustrate the difference between these 
two approaches a special Leg Extension  
machine was built with two independent  
exercise arms. One is connected to a 
weight stack and the other to Keiser’s  
pneumatic cylinder. Designed to provide the  
same variable resistance curve at equal speeds 
of  four seconds out and back from both  
approaches.

Interpret the graph’s data for yourself and see 
the difference a Keiser machine can make. The 
red line shows the force that the weight stack is  
producing and the blue line shows the force  
produced by the pneumatic cylinder. 

The upper portion of each line is the extension 
of the leg and the bottom half is the returning 
of the leg. You can see the resistance provided 
by Keiser’s Pneumatic Technology remains con-
sistent. The inconsistency in resistance caused 
by the weight stacks most often come at a point 
in the range of motion that can result in the  
greatest harm to joints and connective tissue. 

Keiser’s technology opens up a whole array of 
training options not possible with weight stack 
machines. In short, Keiser provides the positive 
and negative resistance just like a weight stack, 
but without the high impact loads experienced 
while starting and stopping the weight.



POWER TRAINING

Training for Speed, Power, Strength and Stability

Keiser has worked with numerous experts in sports performance to be on top of 
the latest information, methodology and practices. Together we have created a 
program that meets the needs of the ever evolving performance training market, 
the Power Training Kit. The Power Training Kit provides workouts and tips with the 
trainer in mind. The goal is to educate and challenge to improve performance.

Since Keiser’s inception, we’ve been a company with feet forward toward providing 
effective performance equipment. With the assistance of a network of professional 
trainers worldwide we work to maximize our equipment’s effectiveness. 

 This program will start you on your way to receiving the most benefit out of your 
equipment. Using Keiser’s Infinity Series, the Power Training Kit allows you to train 
the way you were meant to; at any speed, without momentum. 

With Keiser performance equipment, the possibilities are endless.

MANUALPOWER
Training Foundations for Keiser Performance EquipmentC
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Top American trainer and founder of Fitness Quest 10 in San Diego, Todd Durkin has been using 
Keiser equipment for the past five years to improve the quality of his facility’s personal training 
programs. From the success of his NFL clients to the improved health of FQ10’s members, Keiser 
has played an integral part in helping people reach their fitness and performance goals. 

One of Durkin’s favorite pieces of equipment is the Keiser Functional Trainer, what he calls “a 
must for any serious personal trainer that is looking to get a lot of bang for your buck.” Because 
of its simplicity and versatility, the Keiser Functional Trainer is suited for dozens of exercises 
and challenges clients to improve their overall strength, balance, core, speed and Power.

“If you are a trainer that 
works with a diverse 
clientele that includes 
athletes, house-moms, 
baby-boomers, exec’s 
and regular old Joe’s 
and Jane’s, the 
Functional Trainer must 
be a staple in your 
toolbox.”

- Todd Durkin MA CSCS, 
  Founder & Creator 
  Fitness Quest 10, 
  San Diego, CA

PROFILE





pneumatic and weight hybrid 
rack to develop power and stability

KEISER RACKS



Hybrid Resistance
Guide rails allow the pneumatic resistance system to move freely with the movement 
of the user adding versatility to workouts. This feature allows users to perform 
multiple exercises for a wide spectrum of training, enhancing power and stability. 

All in One System
Since our racks are hybrid free weight/pneumatic racks we have made it easier 
to store everything you need in one area. Built in bar storage and multiple weight 
storage is available on all rack systems. 

Customize Your Workout
The rack can be customized based on the specific need of the facility or trainer. 
Using our Keiser universal  locking system anything from the adjustable bar catches 
to a dip station may be added to further increase the productivity of the workout.

Dual Displays
The Keiser Racks feature dual displays, satisfying both the user and trainer. The 
user is provided with a supine display and convenient foot pedal resistance controls. 
The trainer can also adjust the resistance by means of push button controls in the 
“spotter station.”

A Rack to Fit Your Needs
Depending on the size of you facility there is a Keiser Rack to suit your needs. The 
power rack is available in four different sizes ranging from the single user Half Rack 
to the multi-user Rack and a Half.

RACK SERIES

Allows users to train at any speed, from controlled to explosive, 
for improved Power development. 

The difference between Keiser Racks and standard racks is the 
unique hybrid design which combines pneumatic and free weight 
resistance to emphasize not only strength training but also speed 
and stability training.



Keiser Racks are available in several configurations; suiting 
a variety of spaces and accommodating numerous strength 
and stability workouts.

POWER Rack      Half Rack Half Rack Short Rack and a Half

Keiser Rack Platforms: 
Due to overwhelming demand from pro teams 
and universities, the Keiser Rack Platforms were  
created. This unique low profile platform is 
trimmed in steel tubing with cast rounded  
corners to reduce athletic injury. It is construct-
ed of quality materials to 1½” thickness, topped 
with First Grade Maple (sanded, sealed, and triple  
varnished). The platform also features impact  
absorbing rubber to significantly reduce noise.

All Keiser racks can be customized with 
team logos and colors.



A  Pulley Assist Station
Employing Keiser’s unique pneumatic resistance system, cables attach both to the Keiser 
Racks and the user’s belt to customize the weight resistance of a traditional pull-up. 
While other machines allow users to add resistance to their own body weight, the Pulley 
Assist Station also provides the user an assisting counter weight. This technique makes 
it possible for users of all fitness levels to accomplish a successful pull-up.

B  Squat Handles
Similar to the Pulley Assist Station, Keiser Squat Handles assist users in the ability to  
perform squats. By attaching resistance to the user’s belt, the Squat Handles allow squats 
to be performed without the use of a bar, increasing consistency and stability.

C  Technique Trays
Keiser’s Technique Trays allow the user to place an Olympic bar with bumper plates at the 
preferred starting height for the user. The Technique Trays lock securely into place and 
can be used for Olympic style lifting.

D  Chin Up Handles
Keiser’s Chin Up Handles can be locked into 14 different positions, from 7” thru 41” apart, 
offering greater versatility to a workout and allowing the user to both increase difficulty 
and target specific muscle groups. Because the handles rotate at 360 degrees, more 
training options are available and wrist strain is decreased.

E  Chin Up Bar
Keiser’s mounted Chin Up Bar provides a more traditional opportunity for  
upper body strength training and incorporates seamlessly into any of the Keiser Rack  
configurations.

F  Adjustable Bench
Keiser’s easy to move adjustable bench locks into Keiser Racks during use. When not in 
use, its low profile and transport wheels makes it easy to store until needed. The bench 
has multiple angle adjustments allowing for maximum body support throughout a variety 
of movements.

G  Dip Station
Similar to a stand alone dip station, the integrated Keiser Dip Station offers the added 
benefit of using the pneumatic resistance system for either movement assistance or  
increased resistance.
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Manchester United
Manchester, England

PROFILE

“Keiser has brought the Power into the Power Rack.”  
- Mark Verstegen, Founder Athletes’ Performance
  Phoenix, AZ, Los Angeles, CA & Gulf Breeze, FL

Since 1999, Athletes’ Performance has been supporting professional and elite athletes reach 
peak performance by using an integrated training system that combines performance training, 
nutrition, mindset and recovery techniques.  Founded by Mark Verstegen, an integral part of the 
training success of Athletes’ Performance has been the use of Keiser equipment for functional 
movement training, building strength, power and speed.  From being able to train MLB All-Stars, 
World Series Champions and MVP’s to develop rotary power using a Functional Trainer and 
Triple Trainer or the next #1 NFL Draft Pick to develop speed and explosiveness using the Keiser 
Runner, the Power in Human Performance is the Keiser Equipment used in conjunction with the 
Athletes’ Performance training system.





bilateral single stations for 
isolation and circuit training

AIR250 STRENGTH



Smooth Pneumatic Resistance
Using Keiser’s patented pneumatic resistance, the AIR250 line virtually eliminates 
shock loading to connective tissues and joints. For convenience, resistance can be 
changed at any time by use of fingertip controls.

Fully Adjustable
With multiple adjustments and comfortable padding, the non-intimidating AIR250 
line is easy to use and fits a wide range of users.

Bilateral Movement
The AIR250 line is unique because it allows both limbs to be used in conjunction. 
By working together in one fluid movement, as opposed to separately, both limbs 
develop strength evenly.

Large Digital Displays
A large digital display discreetly provides both resistance information and counted 
repetitions in clear, one inch numbers. An optional Power Window adds eChip 
system, Power Output, and Power Test.

Durable Construction
Tested for durability and engineered to endure years of use, the AIR250 sits atop a 
wide, thick base for added stability.

AIR250 STRENGTH

A cost-effective way to provide users with strength training options. 
The easy to use machines employ traditional bilateral movement, 
working limbs together throughout the range of motion safely with 
virtually zero shock to muscles, connective tissues, and joints.



Works Triceps Works Deltoids Works Biceps
Works Lat Dorsi, 
Trapezius, Rhomboids

Triceps
Offering superior isolation of the triceps 
muscles, the AIR250 Triceps accom-
modates a wide variety of users with its 
one-step seat adjustment. For added 
safety and stability under heavy loads, the  
machine also incorporates a seat belt. 
Once seated, thumb button resistance 
controls located on the hand grips  
allow users to adjust their workout while  
maintaining their position.

Military Press
By pivoting the exercise arms above the 
head, the AIR250 Military Press is de-
signed to closely model the movement 
of a standard free-weight bench press. 
Thumb button controls located on each 
hand grip allow resistance to be adjusted 
at any time during a workout, while the  
fully adjustable seat accommodates a 
wide range of users.

Arm Curl
To develop bicep muscles while protecting 
the wrists and elbows, the Keiser AIR250 
Arm Curl is the ideal machine. For a bet-
ter forearm workout, grips also allow for 
the hammer curl position. To provide addi-
tional comfort during exercise, the AIR250 
Arm Curl offers extra padding in the high 
load areas and a fully adjustable seat.

Upper Back
By incorporating a two-grip hand configu-
ration, Keiser’s AIR250 Upper Back allows 
individuals to do seated row exercises in 
strict form, but with some variety for an  
effective and efficient upper back workout. 
To stabilize exercise posture, the machine 
also features an adjustable chest cushion.



Lat Pulldown 
The revolutionary design of the Lat Pull-
down eliminates the cable, thereby reduc-
ing the maintenance and, better yet, the 
chance of injury to the user. The Air250 Lat 
Pulldown is the first to use the mechani-
cal linkage to provide the proper linear pull 
previously obtainable only with a cable 
system. The open handlebar design with 
range of motion adjustments accommo-
dates various body sizes and flexibilities.

Seated Chest Press
The AIR250 Seated Chest Press has been 
designed to closely model the movement 
of a standard free-weight bench press, 
by pivoting the exercise arms above the 
head. Resistance is adjusted at anytime 
during the workout with thumb buttons 
located on each handgrip. The seat is fully 
adjustable to accommodate a wide range 
of users.

Abdominal
Few machines can duplicate the  
movement and effectiveness of the  
innovative AIR250 Abdominal. What 
sets it apart is its ability to create an in-
tense abdominal workout without in-
volving the hip flexors employed by 
other abdominal machines on the  
market. A fully adjustable seat and com-
fortable chest pads help establish the cor-
rect position for the exercise, ensuring that 
target muscles are activated.

Lower Back 
The AIR250 Lower Back is an essential 
and complimentary companion to the 
AIR250 Abdominal machine. It works 
to strengthen the critical erector spinae 
muscles of the back, the site of most 
back problems. Because Keiser has 
engineered the machine for easy en-
try, adjustment is kept to a minimum, 
while the included seat belt comfortably  
secures the pelvis for correct positioning 
during the exercise.

Works Abdominals Works Erector Spinae
Works Lat Dorsi, 
Rhomboids Works Pectorals



Works Quadriceps
Works Quadriceps, 
Hamstrings, Gluteals

Works Hip Adductors, 
Abductors, Flexors, 
and Extensors. Works Hamstrings

Seated Leg Curl    
Offering easy entry and exit in a seat-
ed position machine, the AIR250 Leg 
Curl provides maximum results with  
decreased risk of lower back strain. By 
preventing the hamstrings from pulling the 
pelvis, and providing an adjustable cush-
ion to hold the thighs in a comfortable and 
stable position during exercise, risk of in-
jury is nearly eliminated.  

Leg Extension 
The AIR250 Leg Extension accommo-
dates a wide spectrum of users from 4’ 
10” to 6’ 8”. Much like the Leg Curl, an 
adjustable seat with stationary tilt pro-
tects the lower back during exercise. An  
optional range limiter adds versatility to 
the leg extension by adjusting the starting  
position from 20º to 120º of knee  
flexion.

Standing Hip 
An essential piece for developing 
strength and power, the AIR250 Stand-
ing Hip allows athletes to train at  
explosive speeds. The machine  
offers hip flexion, extension, adduction 
and abduction. Additionally, an easily- 
positioned, lightweight foot plate  
provides the clearance needed to prevent 
possible knee hyper-extension.

Available with 
optional ROM

Available with 
optional ROM

Leg Press
The AIR250 Leg Press features a bilateral 
leg movement function. Its simple design 
and ease of adjustment makes this a per-
fect starter piece for facilities. 



The Keiser STEP Program is specifically designed for mature adult facilities who rec-
ognize the importance of a fitness program for improving the lives of their clients by 
developing strength and mobility.

Designed using decades of research into older adult vitality and fitness, the STEP program  
offers your clients the ability to exercise for a better life. We focus on exercises targeting  
increased skeletal and muscle strength, as well as stability.  Accidental falls and sprains are a constant concern 
for older adults, and Keiser directly deals with these afflictions by implementing stability-improving strength  
circuits. Information and forms are also included in the STEP kit to assist your facility’s clients in making the 
right choices in older adult fitness. Over the past decade there has been extensive research proving that 
physical activity and exercise can improve the functional ability and quality of life of older adults including the  
following benefits:

•	 Maintains and improves cardiovascular function 
•	 Reduces risk factors for numerous chronic diseases 
•	 Reverses the loss of muscle mass 
•	 Reverses strength loss associated with aging
•	 Improves bone density and mass
•	 Increases flexibility and range of motion
•	 Improves postural stability
•	 Provides effective weight control
•	 Reduces risks for falls
•	 Preserves cognitive function
•	 Reduces symptoms of depression
•	 Improves concept of self control and self-efficacy
•	 Improves sleep quality
•	 Increases metabolic rate

STEP PROGRAM
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Strength training circuits such as the one 
offered by the STEP Program are proven 
through research to show dramatic 
improvements including:
•	 21-30% more upper body strength
•	 22-44% more lower body strength
•	 10% improvement in cardio capacity
•	 5% improvement in flexibility

Stretch Corner
Keiser’s Stretch Corner is capable of  
accommodating numerous stretches 
while occupying minimum floor space. 
With a footprint of only 24 sq ft/2.2 m, 
it not only fits almost any facility, but 
also takes up less space than four peo-
ple would lying on the floor. You can  
actually capture valuable footage. Backed 
by a 10-year structural warranty, the Stretch 
Corner is built to take years of hard use.

•	 Supports multiple users
•	 Supports multiple stretches
•	 Displays informational stretch placards
•	 Accommodates up to 4 users at a time



“Virtually every single one of our members is another success story. With Keiser strength 
equipment, users increased their weight resistance by 100% in a six to nine period.”

-Mike Merino, Chief Operating Officer, Nifty After Fifty

According to Chief Operating Officer Mike Merino, Keiser plays an integral role in the 
success of its clients. Nifty After Fifty provides not only a fitness experience, but also a 
social experience.  Members appreciate how Keiser’s equipment eliminates the sound of 
clanging weights to allow them to carry on a conversation while still concentrating on their 
fitness program. Because Keiser strength equipment allows users to increase resistance at 
the push of a button in as little as one pound increments, older users feel less intimidated 
and more in control of their workout. Additionally, Keiser’s pneumatic technology reduces 
the risk of injury to the user by eliminating momentum. “If older adults experience pain while 
working out, they don’t want to try again,” says Merino. “Keiser keeps them motivated.”

PROFILE





unilateral single stations 
for increased performance

AIR300 STRENGTH



Smooth Pneumatic Resistance
Using Keiser’s patented pneumatic resistance, the AIR300 line virtually eliminates 
shock loading to connective tissues and joints. For convenience, resistance can be 
changed at any time by use of fingertip controls.

Fully Adjustable
With multiple adjustments and comfortable padding, the AIR300 line is easy to use 
and fits a wide range of users.

Increased Range
The AIR300 offers the same benefits as the AIR250, but with increased resistance. 
Improved resistance range allows for a wider spectrum of training options.

Bilateral Movement
The AIR300 line bilateral movement allows you to train limbs independently of each 
other. This movement eliminates risk of bilateral deficit and allows body symmetry 
training. Bilateral deficit occurs when one limb is stronger and/or more coordinated 
than another.

Large Digital Displays
A large digital display discreetly provides both resistance information and counted 
repetitions in clear, one inch numbers. An optional Power Window adds eChip system, 
Power Output, and Power Test.

AIR300 STRENGTH

Keiser’s AIR300 Series features unilateral movement, ensuring that 
each limb can be trained symmetrically. An increased resistance 
range allows for more intense functional workouts. 



Hip Abductor  
Improved stability and lateral move-
ment comes from well tuned abductors. 
Keiser’s AIR300 Hip Abductor provides 
smooth, variable resistance throughout 
the entire range of motion while providing 
negative resistance for a complete routine. 
It also features the ability to work each leg  
individually and provides an adjustable 
seat back with neck and lumbar support.

Hip Adductor     
Keiser’s AIR300 Hip Adductor features 
a unique, infinitely adjustable starting  
position. The machine offers variable  
resistance at the touch of a button, which 
allows the individual to vary the effort  
required throughout the range of motion 
for best results, while providing safe and 
effective overload of the muscles.

Squat 
Combining a low impact workout with the 
ability to move safely at higher speeds, the 
AIR300 Squat enhances explosive Pow-
er. The machine features conveniently- 
positioned thumb button resistance con-
trol located on the ends of the hand-grips, 
allowing the user to increase or decrease 
resistance without leaving the machine. 
The AIR300 squat work for all users 
through its self-adjusting comfort pads 
and a sturdy wide base.

Leg Extension   
The AIR300 Leg Extension with its unique 
unilateral movement is a perfect match 
for rehabilitation and sports specific  
applications. Keiser’s pneumatic tech-
nology allows users to train at unlimited 
speeds, making it ideal for power train-
ing. The additional benefit of the unilat-
eral movement also helps correct strength  
imbalance.

Works Abductors Works Adductors
Works Quadriceps, 
Hamstrings, Gluteals

Works Quadriceps



Runner
Developed specifically for sports 
teams to improve acceleration and  
explosive Power, this unit will improve the  
performance of any individual look-
ing for a competitive edge. Its unique  
design, with easy entry, provides com-
fortable positioning while mimicking the 
body’s natural movement.

Seated Calf
Originally designed for world record hold-
ers Willie Banks (triple jump) and Mike 
Powell (long jump), the Seated Calf is 
engineered to develop explosive power 
in the lower leg. Its unilateral and bilateral 
options, along with high-speed capability,  
allow for greater results during train-
ing. The machine pre-loads and adjusts 
for leg length, positioning the user to  
effectively activate and isolate the calves.

Leg Curl
The AIR300 Leg Curl features a supine 
workout position for superior muscle isola-
tion; a higher maximum resistance range, 
and a unilateral movement, which helps 
correct strength imbalance. This is the leg 
curl of choice for sports specific applica-
tions or where superior muscle isolation is 
required.

Leg Press
The combination of unilateral/bilateral 
movement and pneumatic technol-
ogy makes the AIR300 Leg Press a  
perfect fit for developing Power. The fully  
adjustable seated position protects 
the lower back, keeping it stabilized 
and offering a better pre-stretch on the  
gluteus muscles. Easy entry and a greater 
range of motion are achieved through a 
moveable stop which holds the foot plates 
during entry and exit.

Works Quadriceps, 
Hamstrings, Gluteals

Works Gastrocnemius, 
Soleus Works Hamstrings

Works Quadriceps, 
Hamstrings, Gluteals



THE XPRESS CIRCUIT

Xpress is the answer for people with fast-paced lifestyles and overloaded schedules who say they’re too busy to get fit. Offering a complete workout in just 
half an hour, the Xpress Program is the perfect program for your busy facility.

Prove to yourself what we’ve learned in research: if you follow the Xpress Training System of just 90 minutes of exercise per week, you can expect  
significant gains after just 10 weeks. You don’t need more than 90 minutes a week to achieve a noticeable improvement in fitness and body strength, and 
research has proven it. 

Keiser has always been the equipment of choice for discerning fitness facilities. The non-intimidating style and ease of use are only one part of the reason. 
There are also hundreds of peer reviewed and published studies showing how the use of Keiser’s Pneumatic Technology provides a safe and effective way 
for users to lose weight, increase bone density, increase strength and power, improve stability and mobility. The real key to Keiser’s success is that it really 
gets results, and anyone, regardless of their physical size and capabilities can get started on a Keiser exercise program.

•	 21-30% more upper body strength 

•	 22-44% more lower body strength 

•	 10% improvement in cardio capacity 

•	 5% improvement in flexibility
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Keiser Xpress is specifically designed for the individual with a busy schedule, who recognizes the importance of a fitness  
program that can maximize results in a minimum amount of time.





biaxial isolating single 
stations for high performance

AIR350 STRENGTH



Smooth Pneumatic Resistance
Using Keiser’s patented pneumatic resistance, the AIR350 line virtually eliminates 
shock loading to connective tissues and joints. For convenience, resistance can be 
changed at any time by use of fingertip controls.

Fully Adjustable
With multiple adjustments and comfortable padding, the AIR350 line is easy to use 
and fits a wide range of users.

Durable Construction
Constructed of non-corrosive materials, the AIR350 series is backed 
by Keiser’s structural integrity guarantee.

Biaxial Movement
The AIR350 lines features unilateral, bilateral and biaxial movement.  This unique 
movement pivots on a converging axis operating in the body’s “natural planes” 
of movement further reducing stress on joints.

Large Digital Displays
A large digital display discreetly provides both resistance information and 
counted repetitions in clear, one inch numbers. An optional Power Window 
adds eChip system, Power Output, and Power Test.

AIR350 STRENGTH

Keiser’s AIR350 Series utilizes a new approach to strength 
training by changing the exercise arm’s axis of rotation to 
achieve a greater range of motion operating in the natural planes 
of movement. 



Biaxial Chest Press   
The creative engineering of the AIR350  
Biaxial Chest Press combines two chest  
movements into one exercise. As  you  press  
outward, the hands also move inward, taking 
the chest muscles through a greater range of  
motion. This, along with the natural strength curve  
generated by the biaxial movement, ensures  
maximum development of the important muscles of 
the chest and upper arms. The individual movement 
of the exercise arms prevent the stronger side from 
helping out the weaker side.

Seated Butterfly      
Designed with comfort in mind, the handgrip and 
forearm cushioning make correct body alignment 
simple. A fully adjustable seat allows users up to five 
different ranges of motion to work both the upper 
and lower pectoral muscles for full chest develop-
ment. The 350 Seated Butterfly is designed to mini-
mize over-stretching that might occur with other “pec 
decks” by providing a wide variety of adjustable start-
ing arm pad positions. Independent arms allow users 
to exercise one arm at a time for variation.

Upper Back
The AIR350 Biaxial Upper Back incorporates a unique 
design with unilateral/bilateral movement. Designed 
for superior isolation of the upper back, this machine 
features an adjustable chest cushion, which helps  
stabilize the exercise posture while concentrating on 
the “elbow out” position, to ensure high upper back 
engagement through the full range of motion. The 
unique unilateral option promotes symmetry by as-
suring that the stronger side does not compensate 
for the weaker side.

Works Pectorals Works Pectorals
Works Lat Dorsi, 
Trapezius, Rhomboids



EQUIPMENT OPTIONS

Standard Display
This display discreetly provides both resistance information 
and repetitions performed in clear one inch numbers. The 
two window displays measure in either one pound or one 
kilogram increments for the single station units and 1/10 
pound or 1/10 kilogram increments for the Infinity Series. 
This display is ideal for giving useful information to the 
user while allowing them to concentrate on their workout 
routine.

Power Display (optional upgrade)

The five window power display offers the same features as 
the two window display plus: eChip system, Power Output, 
and Power Test. The power output windows display your 
power per repetition in watts, as well as keeping track of 
your maximum power repetition for the set. The power 
test is an easy to use protocol that displays the optimal 
resistance for exercisers to use to achieve their maximum 
power.

eChip System
The Keiser eChip system is a simple to use electronic 
workout card that recalls the previous workout and settings 
and downloads the data easily into a personal computer 
without any extra equipment or wiring. Simply connect the 
eChip to your computer via USB adapter and download 
the information to enable attendance, individual progress 
tracking, and compile scientific data.

Upholstery Options Frame Options

Black White Silver Ash Raspberry Peacock Navy Black Cherry

Brown Gingersnap Emerald Dark Teal Coastal Blue Cardinal Wine

Galaxy Grey Cascade Silver Black White

Additional upholstery options available on request 
include two-tone upholstery and additional colors.  
Visit www.keiser.com to view our complete selection.

Standard two-tone frame combination of Cascade Silver 
& Galaxy Grey is available at no additional charge.



Keiser Pneumatic System

Small Compressor
Its quiet design and attractive housing allows 
the unit to be placed in the exercise area 
without being conspicuous to your customers. 
It features an in-line dryer providing a clean, dry 
air supply for up to eight Keiser machines.

Keiser equipment is air powered (pneumatic), meaning lighter, quieter equipment 
in your facility. Compressed air for Keiser equipment is delivered through Keiser’s 
custom designed air supply system. 

Our most popular system features attractive aluminum trim which can be installed 
anywhere. Completing the system at each machine, wall, floor and baseboard 
trim outlets create the finishing touch, blending into the most discriminating decor. 
Keiser engineers can design a system to accommodate the most demanding 
installation requirements.

Aluminum Trim
This versatile system discretely 
hides the air line in an aluminum 
trim, allowing outlets to be 
easily located to accommodate 
a constantly changing layout.

System Tubing
Durable Polyethylene tubing. 
Chemical resistant and flexible. 
Easily attaches to air system 
outlets and Keiser equipment. 
Available in 1/2” & 3/8” sizes. 

Wall Mount
Mounted flush with the wall, the 
stainless steel plate is designed 
to be as inconspicuous as an 
electrical outlet. 

Sub Floor
Outlet
Placed under each machine, 
away from foot traffic, the flush 
fitting outlet consists of a 3” 
diameter plate and connection 
fitting.

Height: 15.5” / 394 mm 
Width: 14.5” / 368 mm
Length: 25.5” / 648 mm
Weight: 80 lbs / 36 kg
Voltage: 115V 60HZ & 230V 50HZ
Machines Supported: 4-8

Large Compressor
Designed to work behind the scenes, operating 
from a remote location away from the exercise 
area. Engineered to stand up to the most 
demanding conditions, this unit comes with 
a dryer that supplies clean, dry air to your 
equipment, ensuring its long term reliability. 
This unit can operate as many as 18 Keiser 
machines.  

Height: 28” / 711 mm
Width: 16” / 406 mm 
Length: 49” / 1245 mm
Weight: 205 lbs / 93 kg
Voltage: 115V 60HZ & 230V 50HZ
Machines Supported: 18



“With Keiser equipment we are able to  
precisely control our training protocols to  
facilitate increased athleticism as well as 
greater functionality in every person we 
coach.”
Ché M. Torry - President Lifewise Fitness
                                         

LifeWise Fitness combines the positive aspects of traditional health clubs, 
gyms, personal training studios and express fitness facilities into an affordable 
fitness package featuring advanced equipment, a nationally certified 
training staff and a high-tech fitness tracking system. LifeWise Fitness has 
developed this program in partnership with Keiser to easily store and graph 
member workout histories. This powerful tool will create graphs of total work, 
repetitions, and resistance for any date period for all Keiser eChip equipment.

PROFILE





1988

After forming an alliance with 
researchers on the effects of exercise 

and aging, Keiser hires Olympic 
trainer Randy Huntington, marking 

the beginning of the company’s 
professional relationship with athletes 

Mike Powell and Willie Banks.

   ‘84  

1985  

   ‘86

The AIR300 line is 
developed, along with the 

thumb button and foot 
pedal controls that have 

become a Keiser standard 
for resistance adjustment.

1993
The Keiser 50+ Award and 

International Health Racquet 
& Sportsclub Association 

are established.

Keiser customer Mike Powell 
breaks Bob Beaman’s World 

Record in the long jump, setting 
a new precedent in human 

performance.

       1991  

         ‘92

1994

NASA awards Keiser a research 
grant to create equipment for 
long duration space flights, 

setting in motion the completion 
of the SX-1 Ergo Space.

1977   

Dennis Keiser, along with brother 
Randy, applies for pneumatic strength 
training equipment patent and forms 

Keiser Corporation.

‘80 
 
‘82

Keiser introduces the CAM 
II line and marks the sale of 
more than thirty thousand 

strength machines worldwide.

‘78

‘89
    

‘90

‘95      

Equipment Warranty
All products manufactured by Keiser are warranted against defects in materials and workmanship as follows (providing the damage was not caused by 
abuse, misuse, or neglect of normal care)
• Structural integrity of frame members - 10 year warranty
• Cylinders, displays, processor boxes, and thumb buttons (except plastic parts) - 3 year warranty  

(1 year warranty if using compressor(s) without drying mechanism)
• Compressor and dryer, cables, pulleys, and bearings - 2 year warranty
• Paint, upholstery, seat belts, hand grips and other rubber and plastic products - 90 days

Structural Integrity  
Frame is constructed of 1.5”, 1.75” and 2” tubing, 4” x 2” tubing, all with .120” wall thickness (11 gauge). All frame  
components are placed in a “jig” welding fixture which is used to insure parts are located in exact position each time, thus ensuring consistent fabrica-
tion and then are metal inert gas .035 diameter wire welded. All frame components bolt together with English Standard hardware of Grade 5 and Grade 
8 (i.e. 3/8-16 X 3.5 zinc plated grade 5 hex head cap screw) Metric hardware is class 10.9 or better (i.e. M8x1.25 X 16 9.8 Stainless Steel). Nuts can be 
plain or with nylon insert, or reverse lock nut. All bearings are 6203 Ball Bearing.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Infinity Series

Six Pack
Height: 87” / 2210 mm
Width: 48” / 1219 mm 
Length: 48” / 1219 mm
Weight: 720 lbs / 327 kg
Resistance:  *0-80 lbs / *0-36 kg 
Cable Length: *108” / *2743 mm (*per handle)

Performance Trainer
Height: 87” / 2210 mm
Width: 24” / 610 mm 
Length: 12” / 305 mm
Weight: 120 lbs / 54 kg 
Resistance: 0-80 lbs / 0-36 kg
Cable Length: 108” / 2743 mm

Functional Trainer (Base)
Height: 93”/2362 mm
Width: 94”/2388 mm
Length: 48” / 1219.2 mm (30” / 762 mm)
Weight: 300 lbs/136 kg (130 lbs / 59kg)
Resistance: *0-53 lbs / *0-24 kg 
Cable Length: *72”/*1829 mm (*per handle)

Triple Trainer
Height: 93” / 2362 mm
Width: 104” / 2642 mm 
Length: 57” / 1448 mm
Weight: 400 lbs / 181 kg
Resistance: *0-53 lbs / *0-24 kg 
Cable Length: *72” / *1829 mm (*per handle)

M Series

M3 Indoor Cycle
Height: 45” / 1143 mm 
Width: 26” /  660 mm
Length: 49” / 1244 mm
Weight: 85 lbs / 38 kg

M5 Strider
Height: 63.5” / 1612 mm
Width: 22.5” / 571 mm 
Length: 49” / 1244 mm
Weight: 131 lbs / 59 kg

Note: Keiser’s warranty only applies to the United States domestic market. Keiser equipment exported out of the US will be void of warranty unless purchased 
directly through a Keiser international distributor or dealer in the country of installation, or direct from Keiser’s international division. Keiser will not honor warranties 
on equipment purchased in the US and exported. Please visit www.keiser.com/service/warranty.html for full warranty terms and international warranty information.

M Series Cardio Warranty  
The Keiser M Series Cardio Equipment is warranted to the original purchaser, to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for the following 
period(s), starting from the day of receipt of products as evidenced by the appropriate shipping documents.
•     All Inclusive - 3 Years (Excluding labor and wearable parts)
•     Wearable Parts - 6 Months (Wearable parts include: “T” Handles, Pedal Cage, Pedal Strap, & Saddle Upholstery)



2003

Keiser Corporation celebrates 
its 25th year. That same year, 
the new POWER window is 
introduced, allowing users 
to track power output while 

easily incorporating the eChip 
workout tracking system.

To promote research 
on exercise and aging, 
the Keiser Institute on 
Aging is established.

1999

The Keiser Rear Wheel Drive 
Bike is released, along with the 
Computerized eChip System. 

To help older adults create 
age-appropriate exercise 

programs, Keiser introduces 
STEP in the Right Direction.

2000

Keiser’s Power training is 
endorsed by Super Bowl 

champion Ed McCaffrey, and 
the first cable machine of the 

Infinity Series Equipment line is 
introduced.

2001

Continuing their work with 
world class athletes at Athletes’ 
Performance, Keiser introduces 
the Functional Trainer and Triple 
Trainer to enhance the Infinity 

Series of cable machines.
2002

‘98

Keiser receives the Raymond Cizek 
service award; introduces the 

Keiser Power Pacer, a fixed-gear 
bike for indoor cycling classes; 

and develops the Xpress training 
system with research received from 

San Francisco State University.

‘96    
‘97    

2004
Focusing on the athletic market, 

Keiser introduces the Keiser 
Air 300 Runner, as well as the 

Keiser Rack series, to help 
users optimally train for Power.

Keiser Racks
Rack Platforms

 

15 FT Platform
Length: 218.22” / 
5542.81mm
Width: 99.06” / 2516.12 mm
 
10 FT Platform
Length: 177.22” / 4501.41 
mm
Width: 99.06” / 2516.12 mm

Rack and a Half
Height: 108” / 2743 mm
Width: 73” / 1854 mm 
Length: 140” / 3556 mm
Weight: 1340 lbs / 608 kg
Resistance: 0-212 lbs / 0-96 kg

Half Rack Short
Height: 108” / 2743 mm
Width: 73” / 1854 mm 
Length: 59” / 1499 mm
Weight: 568 lbs / 258 kg
Resistance: 0-212 lbs / 0-96 kg

POWER Rack
Height: 108” / 2743 mm
Width: 73” / 1854 mm 
Length: 103” / 2616 mm
Weight: 940 lbs / 426 kg
Resistance: 0-212 lbs / 0-96 kg

Half Rack
Height: 108” / 2743 mm
Width: 73” / 1854 mm 
Length: 93” / 2362 mm
Weight: 640 lbs / 290 kg
Resistance: 0-212 lbs / 0-96 kg

AIR250 Strength

Leg Press 
Height: 48” / 1219 mm
Width: 37” / 940 mm
Length: 60” / 1524 mm
Weight: 235 lbs / 107 kg
Resistance: 0-1000 lbs / 0-454 kg

Leg Extension 
Height: 42” / 1067 mm
Width: 45” / 1143 mm
Length: 56” / 1422 mm
Weight: 190 lbs / 86 kg
Resistance: 0-230 lbs / 0-104 kg

Seated Leg Curl 
Height: 42” / 1067 mm
Width: 45” / 1143 mm
Length: 56” / 1422 mm
Weight: 195 lbs / 88 kg
Resistance: 0-275 lbs / 0-125 kg

Triceps 
Height: 60” / 1524 mm
Width: 38” / 965 mm
Length: 60” / 1524 mm
Weight: 150 lbs / 68 kg
Resistance: 0-260 lbs / 0-118 kg

Arm Curl 
Height: 38” / 965 mm
Width: 25” / 635 mm
Length: 50” / 1270 mm
Weight: 110 lbs / 50 kg
Resistance: 6-126 lbs / 3-57 kg

Military Press 
Height: 60” / 1524 mm
Width: 45” / 1143 mm
Length: 60” / 1524 mm
Weight: 167 lbs / 76 kg
Resistance: 14-190 lbs / 6- 86 kg

Upper Back 
Height: 78” / 1981 mm
Width: 45” / 1143 mm
Length: 48” / 1219 mm
Weight: 180 lbs / 82 kg
Resistance: 0-260 lbs / 0-118 kg

Lat Pull Down 
Height: 73” / 1854 mm
Width: 45” / 1143 mm
Length: 60” / 1524 mm
Weight: 176 lbs / 80 kg
Resistance: 0-250 lbs / 0-113 kg

Abdominal 
Height: 50” / 1270 mm
Width: 38” / 965 mm
Length: 38” / 965 mm
Weight: 126 lbs / 57 kg
Resistance: 0-310 lbs / 0-141 kg

Standing Hip 
Height: 68” / 1727 mm
Width: 50” / 1270 mm
Length: 40” / 1016 mm
Weight: 215 lbs / 98 kg
Resistance: 0-350 lbs / 0-159 kg

Lower Back 
Height: 46” / 1168 mm
Width: 34” / 864 mm
Length: 51” / 1295 mm
Weight: 150 lbs / 68 kg
Resistance: 0-275 lbs / 0-125 kg

Seated Chest Press 
Height: 79” / 2007 mm
Width: 38” / 965 mm
Length: 60” / 1524 mm
Weight: 175 lbs / 79 kg
Resistance: 0-270 lbs / 0-122 kg



In a string of accomplishments, 
Keiser develops the Power 

Training program and gears up 
to launch the Keiser M3 Indoor 
Cycle. Keiser-trained German 

National Soccer teams go to the 
World Cup semi-finals and Keiser 
customers the St. Louis Cardinals, 

along with strength coach Pete 
Prinzi, defeat the favored Detroit 
Tigers in the World Series. Four 

out of the top 10 NFL Draft picks, 
including the #1 pick, train on 
Keiser equipment at Athletes’ 

Performance.

2006

2009

The Six Pack is added to the 
Infinity Series equipment line, 

enhancing group strength training.
2005

2008

Using M3’s successful 
resistance system, Keiser 

develops a new group 
elliptical trainer, the M5 

Strider. 10 of the 31 NFL Draft 
picks train at performance 

facilities supported by Keiser 
and Keiser customers the 
New England Patriots go 
undefeated into the Super 

Bowl. The Keiser M3 Indoor 
Cycle wins the iF Product 

Design Award, is a finalist for 
an IDEA Design Award, and 
goes on to sell more than 10 

thousand units.

The Keiser M3 Indoor 
Cycle is introduced and 
the M3 Training System, 

along with the M3 
“Countdown to Launch” 
Support Kit, developed.

Keiser introduces the 
anticipated M5 Foundations 

Manual, adding another 
dimension to their M Series 

Education line.

2007

AIR350 Strength

Seated Butterfly 
Height: 72” / 1829 mm
Width: 50” / 1270 mm 
Length: 67” / 1702 mm
Weight: 225 lbs / 102 kg
Resistance: 0-129 lbs / 0-59 kg

Biaxial Upper Back 
Height: 62” / 1575 mm
Width: 48” / 1219 mm 
Length: 51” / 1295 mm
Weight: 210 lbs / 95 kg
Resistance: 0-350 lbs / 0-159 kg

Biaxial Chest Press 
Height: 76” / 1930 mm
Width: 46” / 1168 mm 
Length: 60” / 1524 mm
Weight: 187 lbs / 85 kg
Resistance: 0-310 lbs / 0-141 kg

AIR300 Strength

Leg Curl
Height: 33” / 838 mm
Width: 35” / 889 mm 
Length: 70” / 1778 mm
Weight: 153 lbs / 69 kg
Resistance: 10-241 lbs / 5-109 kg

Leg Press
Height: 47” / 1194 mm
Width: 37” / 940 mm 
Length: 69” / 1753 mm
Weight: 350 lbs / 159 kg
Resistance:  0-1562 lbs / 0-709 kg

Runner
Height: 57” / 1448 mm
Width: 33” / 838 mm 
Length: 84” / 2134 mm
Weight: 175 lbs / 79 kg
Resistance: 10-346 lbs / 5-157 kg

Seated Calf
Height: 53” / 1346 mm
Width: 30” / 762 mm 
Length: 48” / 1219 mm
Weight: 178 lbs / 81 kg
Resistance: 9-800 lbs / 4-363 kg

Leg Extension 
Height: 43” / 1092 mm
Width: 45” / 1143 mm 
Length: 45” / 1143 mm 
Weight: 187 lbs / 85 kg
Resistance: 0-278 lbs / 0-126 kg

Squat
Height: 68” / 1727 mm
Width: 32” / 813 mm 
Length: 60” / 1524 mm
Weight: 442 lbs / 200 kg
Resistance: 40-833 lbs / 18-378 kg 

Hip Adductor 
Height: 38” / 965 mm
Width: 62” / 1575 mm 
Length: 67” / 1702 mm
Weight: 328 lbs / 149 kg
Resistance: 0-520 lbs / 0-236 kg

Hip Abductor  
Height: 38” / 965 mm
Width: 47” / 1194 mm 
Length: 67” / 1702 mm
Weight: 203 lbs / 92 kg
Resistance: 0-405 lbs / 0-184 kg

Stretch System Stretch Corner
Height: 79.5” / 2019 mm
Width: 63” / 1600 mm
Length: 54” / 1372 mm
Weight: 180 lbs / 82 kg
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